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To authorize the Secretary of Education to execute the following tri-phase plan that, with the help of

expert academic teams, aims to establish a national framework for artificial intelligence pedagogy in

high schools and funds state and local educational

IN THE SENATE OF THE AMERICAN LEGION BOYS NATION

Mr. Wang of New York introduced the following bill;

A BILL

To authorize the Secretary of Education to execute the following tri-phase plan that, with the help of

expert academic teams, aims to establish a national framework for artificial intelligence pedagogy in

high schools and funds state and local educational

Be it enacted by The American Legion Boys Nation Senate assembled,

SECTION 1. SHORT TITLE.

This Act may be cited as the "Formation of a Research and Education Committee to develop a

Framework on Teaching AI Act" or the "keep America at the FOREFRONT of innovation act".

SECTION IV. TRI-PHASE RPI (RESEARCH, PILOT, INTEGRATION) PLAN

PHASE I: RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT GRANTS

  NATIONAL CHALLENGE - the Department of Education will open a national "challenge" to

academic teams for the proposal of proofs of concept for any combination of the following items: 
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    CURRICULUM - list and brief description of the most fundamental, most powerful, and easiest to

use examples of AI capable of being understood by a student who has completed both algebra and a

half year of computer science

    SOFTWARE - simplified coding library that hides the complexity of AI behind user friendly

interface

    PROJECTS - sample projects in impactful fields of technology such as cancer detection, face

recognition, object classification, etc. broken down by algorithm used and recommended duration

  FINALIST TEAMS - teams with the most promising proposals, as determined by an appointed

group of experts, will be hired for: 

    DEVELOPMENT - teams will be funded to execute their proposals by paying them to write

textbooks, develop software, and collect datasets to compile projects, as well as create resources to

train teachers

    AI ADVISORS COUNCIL - permanently appointed to the "AI Advisors Council" to advise

members of the "House Committee on Science, Space, and Technology" in order to actively evolve

and maintain the curriculum to match new and rapid innovations

PHASE II: PILOT PROGRAM GRANTS

  PILOT - schools that apply for and are accepted to pilot AI courses will: 

Receive staff training and necessary technology and software free of charge

Receive additional technology grants to renovate equipment

INSTRUCTION OF NEW TECHNOLOGIES (INT) GRANT - the INT grant must be used in the

following ways: 

  LOCAL UNIVERSITIES - local universities who accept the INT grant must reward graduate and

undergraduate students for acting as AI consultants to programs like engineering capstone, such as

receiving graduation credit

  TEACHERS - if instructors pass an AI certification exam, they will receive payment for attending
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summer workshops and/or completing online courses

PHASE III: MULTI-LEVEL GRANTS TO STATES AND LOCAL EDUCATIONAL AGENCIES

  REQUIRED ACTIVITIES - all schools under the jurisdiction of the state or local agency must,

following the curriculum requirements of the national AI framework, implement:

    A complete AI course track or modification of a STEM track (such as pre-engineering) with a

capstone program and graduation seal of "AI Proficiency" (level III)

    A standalone AI class with completion of Algebra II (or equivalent) and a half semester of

computer science as pre-requisite (level II) 

    Modification of a single class's curriculum to include one or more AI projects (level I) 

  RESTRICTIONS OF USAGE

    Level III, II, and I grants must be completed in 5, 3, and 1 year respectively 

    No more than 25% of the grant may be used towards purchasing equipment, including subsidizing

software licenses 

REPORT 

  SURVEY - all classes, upon end of the instructional period and completion of coursework, are

required to respond to a post-course survey to get a better sense of demographic distribution and

whether students feel they have gained essential skills and increased awareness of the role of

technology in the world

  BY SECRETARY - five years after the implementation of phase III, the Secretary of Education shall

report to Congress with recommendations on how to expand this act
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